PROJECT Youth4EmblematicMountains
In brief




Name of the tool: La solució col·lectiva
For children between: ☐10 and 12
☒ 12 and 14
☒14 and 16



Category of tool: ☐PDF Document ☐ App
☐Virtual Game ☐Physical Game
☐ PowerPoint Presentation
☒ Other: role play



Main thematic: ☐ Environment ☐ Culture
☒ Both ☐ Other……………



Main objective of the tool:
☒ Raise awareness on environment and culture
☒ Understand and discover the territory
☐ Support the teaching of academic disciplines (history, math, languages, biology, etc.)



Territory: Berguedà - Parc natural del Cadí-Moixeró
Region Catalonia - Country Spain



Free of charge: ☒ Yes ☐No



Cost:
Cadí Moixeró Natural Park can leave the material for free, but there is only one item available. Moreover, they can
leave them the digital document where all the necessary material is and they can print it.



Language:
☐ English ☒ Other (please, specify): Catalan Link
Link/more information: http://parcsnaturals.gencat.cat/ca/detalls/Noticia/PNAP-2020-11-12Programa-pedagogic00003

I. Let’s discover the tool collective solution

1. Objectives of the tool
- To know the main socio-environmental problems of the Natural Park
- Be aware of the difficulties of making the uses of the Natural Park compatible
- Introduce the management system of a protected natural space
2. Description of the tool
It is a role play in which students are expected to solve a case about environmental problem. It
contains 8 cases to solve.
This activity is developed in the classroom
This tool contains:
- 1 pedagogical dossier that includes all the necessary information on how to use the tool, presents
dynamics, the characters, the cases to be treated, resources to be used, answer sheets, texts of the
characters and the letters.
- Character cards: Each character is presented with a card with a drawing and a short description of
who he is and what his position is on environmental issues.
The tool has been created jointly by the Cadí-Moixeró Natural Park and the Alt Pirineu Natural Park.
It is included in the pedagogical program offered to schools that are within the natural park. Schools
can request that this activity be carried out and we can leave the material to them or go with an
educator to do it.
3. Main targets
It is addressed to secondary school pupils (12-18 years old).
It can also be used with adult audiences through companies, entities or groups of various
characteristics that request it in advance.

II. How to use Collective solution?

1. Who
It is intended for secondary school students (12-18 years old) preferably from municipalities that
form the natural park. It can also be used by leisure organizations that have participants of this age
or other types of groups.

2. How
- Could you describe the main required steps for using this tool?
☐ One complete academic year
☐ One trimester
☐ A few hours each week all along the year
☒ A few hours in class during a limited timeframe *
☐ Other
* However, it is necessary for students to have prior knowledge about the natural park. Preliminary
activities can be done to ensure that students know the context of the simulation game.
- Are they any necessary technical or skills requirements to use this tool (minimum of human
resources, ICT skills, external expertise…)?
An educator / facilitator is needed to plan the activity. It is a key role. It is up to them to decide which
dynamics to use, which cases to present and to stimulate the discussions of the different groups to
see if you're making progress and if you need help or more information.
3. How much
The tool consists of a dossier and character cards. Each time you use the tool, all you have to do is
photocopy the cases to be treated and the answer sheets. The cost is very low.
4. Sustainability of the tool
- Does this tool require any update for a long-term use? If so, how did you manage to update the
tool?
It is not necessary. If over time new problems arise they can be included as new cases.
5. First lessons learnt
- Did you encounter any difficulties in the use of this tool?
Invigorating the tool is not easy and requires prior knowledge of the territory, the management
system and the group that will carry out the activity. Experience in such activities is important.
- Did you identify 3 factors of success for using this tool?
-It is a very participatory activity in which students can defend their point of view.
- They are real problems (although they are invented cases) and therefore have a very clear practical
application.
- The range of characters is very wide so that many different positions are represented.

Feedback on the tool pedagogical aspect
This part will be specifically completed by the CETT, using its expertise on pedagogical tools and
methodologies (600 words maximum).

III. How to create such a tool for my school/territory?
This section only concern partners who participated in the creation of the described
tool; for the others, you can only answer the previous parts (I and II). If your structure
both used the tool and participated to its creation, you shall answer the two parts.
1. How
- Could you describe the main required steps for creating this tool?
Analysis of the most common problems in space and the agents involved in these problems. We
worked together with the technicians of the two participating nature parks with the technical help of
a company with a lot of experience in environmental education. We looked for the way that the
same characters could be used in several cases raised.
- Are they any necessary technical and legal requirements to create this tool (ICT skills, external
expertise…)?
Knowledge of the territory and the social reality of both visitors and local population. Journalistic
resources can be used to document some of the cases: news in newspapers, television news, etc.…
2. How much
- Could you evaluate the needed time for the creation of this tool?
It took us three months to create the tool. Once completed, a number of pilot tests were conducted
with students to finalize and close it.
- Could you evaluate the needed human resources for the creation of this tool?
We took part in 4 natural park technicians (2 of each) and one technician from an environmental
education association.
- Could you evaluate the cost for the creation of this tool?
6.000 € (in total).

3. First recommendations
- Did you identify 3 factors of success for the creation of this tool?
Deal with current and real issues
The collaboration and establishment of synergies with another natural park

- Did you encounter any difficulties for the creation of this tool?
- Sometimes simplify the problems and the agents involved so that cases arise that students can
easily understand and can have a clear opinion / position of their character.
- Some cases could include many more agents involved, but the more agents the more complex it is
to solve the case.
- It is necessary to avoid that the agents involved are directly associated with real specific people. It
must be made clear that the cases are real, but that the characters are fictional.
Feedback on the tool pedagogical aspect
This part will be specifically completed by the CETT, using its expertise on pedagogical tools and
methodologies (600 words maximum).

 Contact:
From Natural Park. Carme Alcántara (calcantara@gancat.cat) and Queralt Tor
(qtor@gencat.cat).
From Development Agency of Berguedà. Rosa Colomer (colomeror@adbergueda.cat)
 Other links:
Find enclosed the pedagogical dossier

